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SUMMARY
This paper presents the design, implementation and experimental evaluation of DIOS (Distributed
Interactive Object Substrate), an interactive object infrastructure to enable the runtime monitoring,
interaction and computational steering of parallel and distributed applications. DIOS enables application
objects (data structures, algorithms) to be enhanced with sensors and actuators so that they can be
interrogated and controlled. Application objects may be distributed (spanning many processors) and
dynamic (be created, deleted, changed or migrated). Furthermore, DIOS provides a control network that
interconnects the interactive objects in a parallel/distributed application and enables external discovery,
interrogation, monitoring and manipulation of these objects at runtime. DIOS is currently being used to
enable interactive visualization, monitoring and steering of a wide range of scientific applications, including
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oil reservoir, compressible turbulence and numerical relativity simulations. Copyright 
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1. INTRODUCTION
Simulations are playing an increasingly critical role in all areas of science and engineering. As the
complexity and computational costs of these simulations grows, it has become important for scientists
and engineers to be able to monitor the progress of the simulations and to control and steer them at
runtime. The utility and cost-effectiveness of simulations can be greatly increased by transforming
traditional batch simulations into more interactive ones. Closing the loop between the user and the
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simulations enables the experts to drive the discovery process by observing intermediate results, to
change parameters to lead the simulation into more interesting domains, to detect and correct unstable
situations, to dynamically inject updated information into the simulation, to play what-if games, and to
terminate uninteresting runs early.
Enabling the seamless monitoring and interactive steering of parallel and distributed applications
presents many challenges. A significant challenge is the definition and deployment of sensors and
actuators [1,2] required to monitor and control application objects (algorithms and data structures).
Defining these interaction interfaces and mechanisms in a generic manner and co-locating them with
the application’s computational objects can be non-trivial. This is because the structure of application
computational objects vary significantly and the objects can span multiple processors and address
spaces. The problem is further compounded in the case of adaptive applications (e.g. simulations
on adaptive meshes) where the computational objects can be created, deleted, modified, migrated
and redistributed on the fly. Another issue is the construction of a control network that interconnects
these sensors and actuators so that commands and requests can be routed to the appropriate set(s) of
computational objects (depending on current distribution of the object) and the returned information
can be collated and coherently presented. Finally, the interaction and steering interfaces presented by
the application need to be exported so that they can be accessed remotely, using standard distributed
object protocols, to enable application monitoring and control.
This paper presents the design, implementation and experimental evaluation of DIOS (Distributed
Interactive Object Substrate), an interactive object infrastructure that addresses these issues. The paper
makes three key contributions.
1. Definition and deployment of interaction objects that encapsulate sensors and actuators for
interrogation and control. Interaction objects can be distributed (spanning many processors)
and dynamic (be created, deleted, migrated or distributed) and can be derived from existing
computational data-structures. Traditional (C, Fortran, etc.) data-structures can be transformed
into interaction objects using C++ wrappers.
2. Definition of a scalable control network interconnecting the interaction objects. The control
network enables discovery, interaction and control of distributed computational objects and
manages dynamic object creation, deletion, migration and redistribution. The control network
is hierarchical and is designed to support applications executing on large parallel/distributed
systems. An experimental evaluation of the control network is presented.
3. Definition of an Interaction Gateway that uses Java native interface (JNI) to provide a Java
enabled proxy to the application for interaction and steering. The interaction gateway enables
remote clients to connect to and access an application’s computational objects (and thus its
interaction interfaces) using standard distributed object protocols such as CORBA [3] and Java
remote method invocation (RMI) [4].
DIOS has been implemented as a C++ library and is currently being used to enable interactive
monitoring, steering and control of a wide range of scientific applications, including oil reservoir,
compressible turbulence and numerical relativity simulations. It is a part of DISCOVER‡ , an ongoing

‡ Information about the DISCOVER computational collaboratory can be found at

http://www.caip.rutgers.edu/TASSL/Projects/DISCOVER/.
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research initiative aimed at developing a Web-based interactive computational collaboratory. Its goal is
to enable geographically distributed clients to collaboratively connect to, monitor and steer applications
using Web-based portals. DIOS provides a high-level application programming interface (API) for
generating interaction objects from existing computational objects, for registering these objects with
DISCOVER and exporting their interaction interfaces, and for handling interaction/steering requests.
The experimental evaluation of DIOS presented here demonstrates that overheads introduced by DIOS
are small and insignificant when compared to application execution times.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work in collaboration,
interaction and steering. Section 3 presents an overview of the DISCOVER collaboratory. Section 4
presents the design of DIOS. It describes the creation, deployment and operation of interaction objects
and the DIOS control network. Section 5 presents an experimental evaluation of DIOS. Section 6
presents a summary and concluding remarks.

2. RELATED WORK
Recent years have seen the development of a number of interactive computational problem-solving
environments (PSEs) that address different aspects of application composition, configuration and
execution. Similarly, a number of groupware infrastructures that provide collaboration capabilities
have evolved. A classification and brief description of existing interactive and collaborative PSEs is
presented below. Detailed surveys have been presented by Vetter et al. in [5] and van Liere et al. in
[6]. The primary goal of DIOS/DISCOVER is to combine these two capabilities of interaction and
collaboration to provide a collaborative PSE for application interaction and control.
1. Interactive program construction. Systems in this category, e.g. SCIRun [7], provide support for
interactive program composition and construction. SCIRun allows users to graphically connect
program components to create a data-flow style program graph. It is primarily targeted to
developing new applications. While SCIRun does provide some steering capabilities, it does not
support simultaneous steering of multiple applications or collaborative interaction and steering
by multiple users.
2. Performance optimization. These systems are aimed at optimizing performance of applications.
For example, in the Autopilot [8] system, sensors have a variety of sensor policies that
optimize application performance. However, they do not directly support accessing objects at
the application level for interactive monitoring and steering.
3. Remote application configuration and deployment. Systems in this category provide powerful
visual authoring toolkits to configure and deploy distributed applications on existing highperformance metacomputing back-end resources. The CoG Kits [9] provide commodity access
to the Globus [10] metacomputing environment. The WebFlow [11] and Gateway [12]
systems provide support for configuring, deploying and analyzing distributed applications.
These systems, however, do not provide any support for runtime application-level interaction
and steering.
4. Runtime interactive steering and control. Systems in this category can be further classified based
on the type and level of the interaction support provided.
c 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(a) Event-based steering systems. In these systems, monitoring and steering actions are based
on low-level system ‘events’ that occur during program execution. Application code is
instrumented and interaction takes place when pre-defined events occur. The Progress [13]
and Magellan [14] systems use this approach and require a server process executing in the
same address space as the application to enable interaction. The computational steering
environment (CSE) [15] uses a data manager as a blackboard for communicating data
values between the application and the clients.
(b) High-level abstractions for steering and control. The Mirror Object Steering System
(MOSS) [16,17] provides a high-level model for steering applications. Mirror objects are
analogues to application objects (data structures) and are used for monitoring and steering.
These objects export application methods to the interactivity system through which
steering actions are accomplished. We believe that high-level abstractions for interaction
and steering provide the most general approach for enabling interactive applications.
The DIOS control network extends this approach.
5. Collaboration groupware. These environments include DOVE [18], the Web Based
Collaborative Visualization [19] system, the Habanero [20] system, Tango [21], CCASEE [22]
and CEV [23]. These systems primarily focus on enabling collaboration; some of them, however,
do provide support for problem solving. The Tango system is based on a centralized server and
is browser enabled. Habanero uses a Java-based centralized server architecture for Web-based
collaboration (and collaborative visualization). CCASEE provides a distributed workspace using
Java RMI. The CEV system provides collaborative visualization using a central server to perform
the computations necessary to generate new collaborative views. The DOVE and the Web Based
Collaborative Visualization systems also provide similar support for collaborative visualization.
The DISCOVER computational collaboratory brings together key technologies in interactive
application frameworks, application interaction and steering mechanisms, interactive/collaborative
Web Portals and servers, and collaboration groupware. DIOS provides high-level support for
application monitoring and steering. It advances existing approaches in the following ways.
1. DIOS provides mechanisms for monitoring and interacting with application objects, which are
both distributed (span multiple address spaces) and dynamic (can be dynamically created, deleted
and migrated between address spaces). This allows any interactive computational objects to join
or leave the control network on the fly. Existing interaction systems do not support distributed or
dynamic objects.
2. DIOS defines a scalable control network to connect the distributed and dynamic interaction
objects and their sensors and actuators, and provide external access to their interaction interfaces.
3. DIOS provides a Java-enabled application interaction proxy that allows remote access to the
interaction objects and interfaces using standard distributed object technologies such as Java
RMI and CORBA.

3. DISCOVER: AN INTERACTIVE COMPUTATIONAL COLLABORATORY
The DISCOVER [24,25] computational collaboratory provides a virtual, interactive and collaborative
PSE that enables geographically distributed scientists and engineers to collaboratively monitor
c 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. Architectural schematic of the DISCOVER computational collaboratory.

and control high-performance parallel/distributed applications. An architectural overview of the
DISCOVER collaboratory is presented in Figure 1. Its front-end is composed of detachable client
portals. Clients can connect to a DISCOVER server at any time using a browser to receive
information about registered applications that are currently executing on remote systems. Furthermore,
they can form or join collaboration groups and can (collaboratively) interact with one or more
applications based on their capabilities. A network of interaction and collaboration servers forms
the middle tier. These servers extend Web-servers with interaction and collaboration capabilities
using Java Servlets [26]. The server architecture consists of a master acceptor/controller servlet and
a suite of service handler servlets including interaction and steering handler, collaboration handler,
security/authentication handler, visualization handler, session archival handler and database handler.
Distributed servers are interconnected using CORBA and IIOP [3,27]. The back-end consists of
applications enhanced with the DIOS control network and composed of interactive computational
objects and distributed interaction agents.
The DISCOVER/DIOS interaction model is application initiated, i.e. the application registers with
the server, exporting interaction interfaces composed of views and commands for different application
objects. The interaction interfaces are defined and exported using high-level abstractions provided by
DIOS. Views encapsulate sensors and provide information about the application and the application
objects, while commands encapsulate actuators and process steering requests. Some or all of these
c 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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views/commands may be collaboratively accessed by groups of clients based on the clients’ resources
and capabilities. Session management and concurrency control is based on the capabilities provided by
the middle (server) tier. A locking protocol is used to ensure that the application remains in a consistent
state.
Security, client authentication and application access control is managed by a dedicated security and
authentication handler at each server. In the current implementation, a two-level client authentication
is performed on client login; the first level authorizes access to the server and the second level permits
access to a particular application. On successful authentication at the server, the user is presented with
a list of only those applications to which they have access privileges. A second level authorization
is then performed for the chosen application to determine the access level (views only, views and
commands, etc.) granted to the user and a customized access interface is created to match the authorized
access level. To enable access control, all applications are required to provide a list of users and
their access privileges. The application can also provide access privileges (typically view-only) to the
‘world’. On the client side, digital certificates are used to validate the server identity before views are
downloaded. A secure socket layer (SSL) provides encryption for all communication between the client
and the server, while private key encryption and MD5 signatures are used to maintain the integrity of
all communication between the application and server.
DISCOVER is currently operational (see http://www.discoverportal.org) and is being used to provide
interaction capabilities to a number of scientific and engineering applications, including oil reservoir,
computational fluid dynamics and numerical relativity simulations. The design, implementation and
evaluation of DIOS are presented in the following sections.
4. DIOS
DIOS is composed of two key components: (1) interaction objects that extend computational objects
with sensors and actuators; and (2) a hierarchical control network composed of Discover Agents, Base
Stations and an Interaction Gateway, that interconnects interaction objects and provides access to them.
4.1. Sensors, actuators and interaction objects
Interaction objects extend application computational objects with interaction and steering capabilities,
by providing them with co-located sensors and actuators. Computational objects are the objects (datastructures, algorithms) used by the application for its computations§. In order to enable application
interaction and steering, these objects must export interaction interfaces that enable their state to be
externally monitored and changed. Sensors and actuators provide such an interface. Sensors provide an
interface for viewing the current state of the object, while actuators provide an interface for processing
commands to modify the state. Note that sensors and actuators must be co-located in memory with
the computational objects and have access to their internal state. Transforming computational objects
into interaction objects can be a significant challenge. This is especially true when the computational
objects are distributed across multiple processors and can be dynamically created, deleted, migrated

§ Note that computational objects do not only refer to objects in an object-oriented implementation of an application, but also to

application data structures and operations on these data-structures implemented in languages such as C and Fortran.
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and redistributed. Multiple sensors and actuators now have to coordinate and collectively process
interaction requests.
DIOS provides application-level programming abstractions and efficient runtime support to support
the definition and deployment of sensors and actuators for distributed and dynamic computational
objects. Using DIOS, existing applications can be made interactive by deriving the computational
objects from a DIOS virtual interaction base class. The derived objects can then selectively overload
the base class methods and define their interaction interfaces as a set of views that they can provide
and a set of commands that they can accept and process. Views represent sensors and define the type of
information that the object can provide. For example, a Grid object might export views for its structure
and distribution. Commands represent actuators and define the type of controls that can be applied to
the object. Commands for the Grid object may include refine, coarsen, and redistribute. This process
requires minimal modification to original computational objects. Discover agents, part of the DIOS
control network, combine the individual interfaces and export them to the interaction server using an
Interaction interface definition language (IDL). The Interaction IDL contains metadata for interface
discovery and access, and is compatible with standard distributed object interfaces like CORBA and
RMI. In the case of applications written in non-object-oriented languages such as Fortran, application
data structures are first converted into computation objects using a C++ wrapper object. Note that this
only has to be done for those data structures that require interaction capabilities. These objects are
then transformed into interaction objects as described above. DIOS interaction objects can be created
or deleted during application execution and can migrate between computational nodes. Furthermore, a
distributed interaction object can modify its distribution at any time.

4.2. Local, global and distributed objects
Interaction objects can be classified based on the address space(s) they span during the course of
the computation as local, global and distributed objects. Local interaction objects are created in a
processor’s local memory. These objects may migrate to another processor during the lifetime of the
application, but always exist in a single processor’s address space at any time. Multiple instances of a
local object may exist at the same time on different processors. Global interaction objects are similar
to local objects, except that there can be exactly one instance of the object at any time, which is
replicated on all processors. A distributed interaction object spans multiple processors’ address spaces.
An example is a distributed array partitioned across available computational nodes. These objects
contain an additional distribution attribute that maintains its current distribution type (e.g. blocked,
staggered, inverse space-filling curve-based or custom) and layout. This attribute can change during the
lifetime of the object. Like local and global interaction objects, distributed objects can be dynamically
created, deleted, or redistributed.
In order to enable interaction with distributed objects, each distribution type is associated with gather
and scatter operations. Gather aggregates information from the distributed components of the object,
while scatter performs the reverse operation. For example, in the case of a distributed array object,
the gather operation would collate views generated from sub-blocks of the array while the scatter
operator would scatter a query to the relevant sub-blocks. An application can select from a library of
gather/scatter methods for popular distribution types provided by DIOS, or can register gather/scatter
methods for customized distribution types.
c 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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4.3. Definition and deployment of interaction objects
Transforming an existing computational object into an interaction object using DIOS requires three
steps as described below.
1. The computational object is derived from an appropriate virtual interaction class, depending on
whether it is local, global or distributed.
2. Views and commands relevant to the computational object are defined. This involves defining
methods that implement the desired functionality (generate a view or execute a command), if they
do not already exist. For example, computing the desired one-dimensional slice corresponding
to a 1-D Plot view, or setting the value of a variable in response to a SetValue command.
3. Views and commands are registered with the DIOS control network. Registration consists of
defining the tuple, <Name, Callback, DataType> for each view/command. Name is a
unique name for the view/command that will be presented to the user. Callback is the method
invoked to process the view or command. DataType is the type of the information returned by the
view or command. It enables the front-end to invoke an appropriate viewer to present the returned
information to the user. For example, a TEXT type indicates that the returned information is a
simple text string, while a 1DPLOT value indicates that it is a one-dimensional plot. Note that
the virtual function processMessage() can be overridden to explicitly handle responses to
views and command messages.
The process is illustrated in Figure 2. This figure shows a GridFunction computational object
being derived from the appropriate DIOS base class to transform it into a local interactive object.
Object initialization and definition of views and commands is performed in the object constructor
which are not shown here for simplicity. In the figure, two views (getGridDetails and getXYSlice)
and one command (refineGrid) are defined for the GridFunction object. Finally the processMessage
method is overloaded to process interaction requests and invoke the appropriate callback functions.
As mentioned earlier, non-object-oriented (C/Fortran) data-structures can be converted into
interaction objects by first defining C++ wrappers for these objects and then following the steps listed
above. Although this requires some application modification, the wrappers are only required for those
data-structures that have to be made interactive and the effort required is far less than rewriting the
entire application to be interactive. We have successfully applied this technique to enable interactivity
within the Fortran-based IPARS [28] parallel oil-reservoir simulator developed at the Center for
Subsurface Modeling, University of Texas at Austin.
4.4. DIOS control network and interaction agents
The control network has a hierarchical ‘cellular’ structure with three components, Discover Agents,
Base Stations and the Interaction Gateway, as shown in Figure 3. Computational nodes are partitioned
into interaction cells, each cell consisting of a set of Discover Agents and a Base Station. The number
of nodes per interaction cell is programmable. Discover Agents are present on each computational
node and manage runtime references to the interaction objects on the node. The Base Station maintains
information about interaction objects for the entire interaction cell. The highest level of the hierarchy
is the Interaction Gateway which provides a proxy to the entire application. The control network is
c 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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/* Definition of the class GridFunction */
class GridFunction : public DIOS_LocalInteractionObject
{
/* all data structures used for computation */
public:
// VIEWS
char* getGridGetails();
char* getXYSlice();
// COMMANDS
char* refineGrid(int refine_factor);
};
/* Implementation of the class GridFunction */
GridFunction::GridFunction() : DIOS_LocalInteractionObject()
{
/* Exporting interaction information to DIOS */
setObjectName("GridFunction");
setObjectDescription("2-Dimensional Grid Function");
setObjectType(DIOS_LOCAL_NON_DISTRIBUTED);
/* Exporting interaction interfaces to DIOS */
addView("getGridDetails", TEXT);
addView("getXYSlice", 1DPLOT);
addCommand("refineGrid", TEXT);
}
/* Overriding DIOS virtual function for run-time interaction */
GridFunction::processMessage(Message* msg)
{
char* response;
if(msg->msg_type() == VIEW_MESSAGE)
{
if(msg->interface() == "getGridDetails")
{
response = getGridDetails();
setObjectResponse("getDetails", response);
}
if(msg->interface() == "getXYSlice")
{
response = getXYSlice();
setObjectResponse("getXYSlice", response);
}
}
else if (msg->msg_type() == COMMAND_MESSAGE)
{
if(msg->interface() == "refineGrid")
{
response = refineGrid(msg->params());
setObjectResponse("refineGrid", response);
}
}
}

Figure 2. Definition and registration of an interaction object using DIOS.

c 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. The DIOS control network.

automatically configured at runtime using the underlying messaging environment (e.g. message passing
interface (MPI) [29]) and the available number of processors.
4.4.1. Discover Agents, Base Stations and Interaction Gateway
Each computational node in the control network houses a Discover Agent. Each Discover Agent
maintains a local interaction object registry containing references to all interaction objects currently
active and registered by that node, and exports the interaction interfaces for these objects (defined using
the Interaction IDL). Base Stations form the next level of the control network hierarchy. They maintain
interaction registries containing the Interaction IDL for all the interaction objects in the interaction
cell, and export this information to the Interaction Gateway. The Interaction Gateway represents an
interaction proxy for the entire application. It manages a registry of the interaction interfaces for all
the interaction objects in the application and is responsible for interfacing with external interaction
servers or brokers. The Interaction Gateway delegates incoming interaction requests to the appropriate
Base Stations and Discover Agents and combines and collates responses. Object migrations and redistributions are handled by the respective Discover Agents (and Base Stations if the migration/redistribution is across interaction cells) by updating corresponding registries. The Discover Agent, Base
Station and Interaction Gateway are all initialized on the appropriate processors during application start
up. They execute in the same address space as the application and communicate using the application
messaging environment, e.g. MPI.
c 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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In our implementation, interactions between an interaction server and the interaction gateway
are achieved using two approaches. In the first approach, the Interaction Gateway serializes the
interaction interfaces and associated meta-data information for all registered interaction objects to
the server. A set of Java classes at the server parse the serialized Interaction IDL stream to generate
corresponding interaction object proxies. In the second approach, the Interaction Gateway initializes
a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and uses the JNI [30] to create Java mirrors of registered interaction
objects. These mirrors are registered with a RMI [4] registry service executing at the Interaction
Gateway. This enables the Server to gain access to and control the interaction objects using the Java
RMI API. We are currently evaluating the performance overheads of using Java RMI and JNI. The use
of the JVM and JNI in the second approach assumes that the computing environment supports the Java
runtime environment.
A more detailed description of the DIOS framework, including examples for converting existing
applications into interactive ones, registering them with the DISCOVER interaction server and using
Web portals to monitor and control them, can be found in [31].
4.5. DIOS control network initialization and interaction sequences
The sequence of events during initialization of the DIOS control network is shown in Figure 4.
During initialization, the application uses the DIOS API to create and register its interaction objects
c 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 5. Interaction using the DIOS control network.

with the local Discover Agents. Interaction cells are then set up and the Base Stations establish
communication with their respective Discover Agents to initialize their cell object registries. At the
Interaction Gateway, the central interaction object registry is initialized. The Discover Agents export
local object registries to their respective Base Stations, which in turn forward them to the Interaction
Gateway. The Interaction Gateway now communicates with the DISCOVER server, registering the
application and exporting the central object registry. At the server, the incoming Interaction IDL
streams are parsed and interaction object proxies are recreated. Once the initial object registration
process is complete, the application begins its computations.
The sequence of events during interaction is shown in Figure 5. During the interaction phase, the
Interaction Gateway looks for any outstanding interaction requests from the server. If requests exist, it
parses the request headers to identify the compute node(s) where the corresponding object resides and
forwards the interaction request to the node(s). All other nodes are sent a go-ahead message indicating
that there is no interaction request for any of the objects registered at these nodes. The Interaction
Gateway then waits until the corresponding response arrives from the Discover Agent(s). If the
responding object is distributed, the Interaction Gateway performs a gather operation on the individual
responses. The response is then shipped to the server.
c 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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4.6. Interacting with local and distributed objects
The processing of interaction requests is slightly different for local and distributed objects. In the case
of a local object residing on a single computational node, processing is straightforward and is shown in
Figure 6. On receiving the request from the server, the Interaction Gateway parses the message header
and looks into its registry to identify the computational node where the object resides. The request is
then forwarded to the appropriate node. The corresponding Discover Agent on the node uses a reference
to the associated interaction object to process the request. The response generated is then sent back to
the Interaction Gateway, which in turn exports it to the server.
In the case of a distributed object (see Figure 7), the Interaction Gateway parses the message header
to identify the object’s distribution type. The corresponding scatter function is invoked to forward the
request to the nodes across which the object is distributed. The corresponding Discover Agents receive
the request, look up the associated interaction object and locally process the message. Each Discover
Agent sends its portion of the response back to the Interaction Gateway, which then performs a gather
operation to collate the responses and forwards them to the server.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
DIOS has been implemented as a C++ library and has been ported to a number of operating systems
including Linux, Windows NT, Solaris, IRIX and AIX. This section summarizes an experimental
evaluation of the DIOS library using the IPARS reservoir simulator framework on the Sun Starfire
E10000 cluster. The E10000 configuration used consisted of 64, 400 MHz SPARC processors and a
12.8 Gbytes/second interconnect.
The evaluation of DIOS consisted of five experiments: (1) measurement of overheads during
initialization and object registration; (2) measurement of runtime overheads during steering;
(3) measurements of view/command processing times; (4) measurement of overheads due to the control
network; and (5) measurement of end-to-end steering latency.
5.1. Integrated Parallel Accurate Reservoir Simulator
Integrated Parallel Accurate Reservoir Simulator (IPARS) is a Fortran-based framework for developing
distributed reservoir simulators. It provides a high-level interface for reservoir specification and
composition and a runtime system that supports data distribution and communications. The primary
motivation for transforming IPARS into an interactive application was to enable scientists and
petroleum engineers in the field to be able to use simulation results to drive the drilling of wells
and optimize oil production. Using DIOS/DISCOVER they can interactively feed in parameters such
as water/gas injection rates and well bottom hole pressure, and observe the water/oil ratio or the
oil production rate. The transformation of IPARS using DIOS consisted of creating C++ wrappers
around the IPARS well data structures and defining the appropriate interaction interfaces in terms
of views and commands. Details about the IPARS–DIOS–DISCOVER integration can be found at
http://www.ticam.utexas.edu/CSM/ACTI/ipars.html. A screen-dump of the DISCOVER–IPARS portal
during an interaction session is shown in Figure 8.
c 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 8. The DISCOVER portal for interaction and steering.

5.2. Interaction object registration
In this experiment we measured the time required for object registration during initialization.
This includes generating the Interaction IDL for each interaction object at the Discover Agents and
exporting this IDL to the Base Station and the Interaction Gateway. These average measured overheads
were 500 µs per object at each Discover Agent, 10 ms per Discover Agent in the interaction cell at the
Base Station and 10 ms per Base Station in the control network at the Gateway. Object initialization
and registration is the most expensive DIOS operation. We are currently working on optimizing the
registration process to reduce this overhead. This cost, however, is a one-time setup cost and is only
required during initialization.
5.3. Overhead of minimal steering
In this set of experiments we measured the runtime overheads introduced by DIOS during application
execution. In this experiment, the application executed in the minimal steering mode, i.e. the
application automatically updated the DISCOVER server and connected clients with the current state
of its interactive objects. Explicit command/view requests (other than those automatically provided
by the application) were disabled during the experiment. The application contained five interactive
objects, two local and three global. The application’s runtimes with and without DIOS are plotted in
c 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 9. Overhead due to DIOS runtime monitoring in the minimal steering mode.

Figure 9. It can be seen that the overheads due to the DIOS runtime are very small and typically within
the error of measurement. In some cases, due to system load dynamics, the performance with DIOS
was slightly better. Our observations have shown that, for most applications, the DIOS overheads are
less than 0.2% of the application computation time.
5.4. View/command processing time
The query processing and steering time depends on the nature of interaction/steering requested, the
processing required at the application to satisfy the request and generate a response, and the type
and size of the response. In this experiment we measured the time required for generating and
exporting views and for processing commands. The time for generating and exporting views for
return data sizes ranging from a few bytes to 1 kbyte was between 1 and 2 ms. Similarly, commandprocessing times depended on the nature of the command. Commands such as stop, pause and continue
required only about 250 µs to process, while checkpoint and rollback commands requiring file I/O
took longer. Note that, in this experiment, all the collaborating clients generated the same view and
command requests. A sampling of these times for different view generations and command executions
is presented in Table I.
c 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table I. View and command processing times.
View type
Text
Text
Text
XSlice Generation

Data size (bytes)

Time taken (ms)

Command

Time taken

65
120
760
1024

0.4
0.7
0.7
1.7

Stop, Pause or Resume
Refine GridHierarchy
Checkpoint
Rollback

250 µs
32 ms
1.2 s
43 ms

5.5. DIOS control network overheads
In this set of experiments we measured the overheads due to communication between the Discover
Agents, Base Stations and the Interaction Gateway while processing interaction requests for local,
global and distributed objects. As expected, the measurements indicated that the interaction request
processing time is minimum when the interaction objects are co-located with the Gateway and is
maximum for distributed objects. This is due to the additional communications between the different
Discover Agents and the Gateway and the gather operation performed at the Gateway to collate the
responses. Note that for the IPARS application, the average interaction time (for either local, remote
or distributed objects) was within 0.1% to 0.3% of the average time spent in computation during each
iteration. Figure 10 compares computation time with interaction times at the Discover Agent, Base
Station and Interaction Gateway for successive application iterations. Note that the interaction times
include the request processing times in addition to control network overheads. Figure 11 shows the
breakdown of the interaction time. The control network overhead is the time spent interacting with
other nodes and is significantly smaller than the request-processing time (local processing + message
parsing). Finally, Figure 12 shows the breakdown of the interaction time in the case of an object
distributed across three nodes. The interaction times are measured at the Interaction Gateway in this
case.
5.6. End-to-end steering latency
In this set of experiments we measured the time to complete a round-trip steering operation starting
with a request from a remote client and ending with the response delivered to that client. Remote clients
executed within Web-browsers on laptops/workstations on different subnets. These measurements
of course depend on the state of the client, the server and the network interconnecting them.
The DISCOVER system exhibits end-to-end latencies between 10 and 45 ms for data sizes ranging
from a few bytes to 10 kbytes, which is comparable to latencies for the MOSS and Autopilot steering
systems as reported by Eisenhauer in [17]—these systems however do not support interactions with
distributed or dynamic objects. Latencies for the DISCOVER, MOSS and Autopilot are plotted in
Figure 13.
c 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 10. Comparison of computation and interaction times at each Discover Agent, Base Station and Interaction
Gateway for successive application iterations.

Figure 11. Breakdown of interaction overheads at the Interaction Gateway during successive application iterations.
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Figure 12. Breakdown of request-processing overheads for an object distributed across three compute nodes.
The interaction time is measured at the Interaction Gateway.

Figure 13. Comparison of end-to-end steering latencies of the DISCOVER, MOSS and Autopilot systems.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented the design, implementation and experimental evaluation of DIOS, an interactive
object infrastructure to enable the runtime monitoring and computational steering of parallel and
distributed applications. DIOS enables the high-level definition and deployment of sensors and
actuators into existing application objects. Application objects may be distributed (spanning many
processors) and dynamic (be created, deleted, changed or migrated). Furthermore, DIOS provides
a control network that interconnects the interactive objects in a parallel/distributed application and
c 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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enables the external discovery, interrogation, monitoring and manipulation of these objects at runtime.
The control network hierarchically interconnects object sensors and actuators and is designed to ensure
scalability on large parallel and distributed systems. The Interaction Gateway provides a (Java-enabled)
interaction ‘proxy’ to the application and enables remote access using standard distributed object
protocols and Web browsers. An experimental evaluation of the DIOS framework was presented
and demonstrated that overheads introduced by DIOS are small and insignificant when compared
to application execution times. To further reduce the end-to-end application response latency, a
multithreaded runtime system is being developed. DIOS is currently operational and is being used
to provide interaction and steering capabilities to a number of application specific PSEs including the
IPARS oil-reservoir simulator system at the Center for Subsurface Modeling, University of Texas at
Austin, the Virtual Test Facility at the ASCI/ASAP Center, California Institute of Technology and the
Astrophysical Simulation Collaboratory.
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